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Overcoming Response Bias Using Symbolic
Representations of Number by Chimpanzees
(Pan troglodytes)
Sarah T. Boysen, Kimberly L. Mukobi, and Gary G. Berntson
Ohio State University

ABSTRACT
We previously reported that chimpanzees were unable to optimally select the smaller of
two candy arrays in order to receive a larger reward. When Arabic numerals were
substituted for the candy arrays, animals who had had prior training with numerical
symbols showed an immediate and significant improvement in performance and were
able to select reliably the smaller numeric representation in order to obtain a larger
reward. Poor performance with candy arrays was interpreted as reflecting a response
bias toward the intrinsic incentive and/or perceptual features of the larger array. In
contrast, the Arabic numerals represent numerosity symbolically and appear to promote
response choice on the basis of abstract processing of numerosity, with minimal
interference from the inherent properties of the choice stimuli. The present study tested
the hypothesis that, for mixed symbol-candy choice pairs, the requisite processing of the
abstract numeral may foster a mode of numerical judgment that diminishes the interfering
incentive/perceptual effects of the candy stimuli. The results were consistent with this
hypothesis. Whereas performance on candy-candy arrays was significantly below chance
levels, performance on numeral-candy choice pairs was significantly above chance and
comparable with performance on numeral-numeral pairs.

Chimpanzees have been shown to demonstrate remarkable cognitive capabilities that are often strikingly
reminiscent of human reasoning abilities and conceptual skills (see, e.g., Boysen, Berntson, Shreyer, &
Hannan, 1995; Fujita & Matsuzawa, 1986; Gillan, Premack, & Woodruff, 1981; Matsuzawa, 1985a,
1985b; Premack, 1986; Savage-Rumbaugh, 1986). For example, they have been shown to have
impressive capabilities in numerical processing, symbolic representation of number, and even numerical
reasoning that does not require the support of language, as typically defined (see, e.g., Boysen, 1997;
Boysen & Berntson, 1989, 1995; Matsuzawa, 1985b; Murofushi, 1997). Behavioral and cognitive
differences nonetheless exist between chimpanzees and humans, and those differences can sometimes
be more informative than similarities for the comparative understanding of cognitive function (Boysen,
Berntson, Hannan, & Cacioppo, 1996). Several years ago, we encountered a rather striking training
failure with two chimpanzees (Boysen & Berntson, 1995). The task required the seemingly simple choice
between two different-sized candy arrays. A reversed reinforcement contingency was imposed, so that
the candies in the selected array were removed and the animal received the remaining, nonchosen array
as a reward. In order to maximize payoff, it was in the best interest of the chimpanzee subject to choose

the dish with the smaller number of candies, in order to reap the larger remainder. Both of the animals in
the preliminary study failed to do so, and even after hundreds of training trials, they persisted in selecting
the larger candy array and, thus, consistently received the smaller amount of reward.
To further explore their seeming inability to acquire more optimal performance under a relatively simple
task contingency, we capitalized on the previously acquired skills of one of the animals (Sheba) in
counting and in the use of Arabic numerals as representations for quantities (Boysen, 1993; Boysen &
Berntson, 1989). All the task rules and features were identical, except that Arabic numerals were
substituted for the candy arrays. The same contingency applied, and the subject was rewarded with the
number of candies represented by the nonselected numerical stimulus. Without further training, Sheba
immediately invoked the optimal selection rule. As long as Arabic numerals served as stimuli, she
consistently selected the smaller numeral and earned the greater number of candies. When candies were
reintroduced as stimuli, performance dramatically fell but immediately returned to more optimal levels
when Arabic numerals were again substituted for the candy stimuli.
On the basis of these data, we suggested that there might be two incompatible response dispositions
operative in this task. An associative disposition to select the smaller of the two arrays would be expected
to develop on the basis of the instrumental reward contingency. The fact that such a disposition had
developed was apparent when Arabic numerals were presented, resulting in more optimal performance
despite the fact that this implicit knowledge did not manifest when candy arrays served as stimuli. We
hypothesized that the poor performance with candy arrays was attributable to an interfering
nonassociative disposition toward the direct perceptual and/or incentive features of the larger array. This
may have been fostered by numerosity judgments based on subitizing or magnitude estimationprocesses that depend on the immediate perceptual features of the task stimuli (see, e.g., Gallistel,
1993). We further speculated that performance with the numerals was more optimal because these
stimuli promote an abstract enumeration process that is not as closely tied to the direct
perceptual/incentive features of the task stimuli (Berntson, Boysen, & Cacioppo, 1993; Boysen, 1997;
Cacioppo & Berntson, 1994). By promoting an abstract mode of processing, symbolic stimuli may direct
attention to relevant aspects of their referents (numerosity), while minimizing the impact of other aspects
(incentive or perceptual features).
What remains unsettled is the extent to which a symbolic representation, as an essential element in a
cognitive task, might foster an alternative mode of cognitive processing of other nonsymbolic (candy
array) elements. To explore this issue, in the present study we examined the performance of
chimpanzees on the interference task as described above, with an added condition in which one of the
choice stimuli was a candy array and the other was an Arabic numeral. We hypothesized that the need to
process the numerical value of the symbol abstractly, in a less perceptually based mode, might foster a
similar mode of processing of the paired candy array and, thereby, minimize the perceptual or incentivebased interference typically associated with such arrays. An alternative hypothesis predicted just the
opposite‒‒that the incentive features of the candy array, when compared with the lack of inherent
incentive features of the Arabic numerals, would lead to an even more suboptimal performance. A
secondary goal of the study was to evaluate the stability of the task interference effect over the
approximate 6-year period since the original study.
METHOD
Subjects
Five adult chimpanzees (Pan troglodytes) served as subjects. These included 2 females (ages, 16 and 39
years) and 3 males (ages, 10, 18, and 18.5 years). All the subjects had extensive experience and training

on a variety of cognitive and behavioral tasks (see, e.g., Boysen, Berntson, Shreyer, & Quigley, 1993;
Limongelli, Boysen, & Visalberghi, 1993; Thompson, Oden, & Boysen, 1997), as well as training with
counting and symbolic representations (Arabic numerals) of number (Boysen, 1993, 1997; Boysen &
Berntson, 1989). Each of the animals had also participated in a previous study of the task interference
effects in the present paradigm (Boysen & Berntson, 1995; Boysen et aI., 1996).
Procedure
All the subjects were tested individually in an indoor housing area. The testing room was equipped with a
large polycarbonate window and a steel shelf outside the window, where the stimulus items were
displayed. The chimpanzees made their choices by pointing to items, with the experimenter positioned
out of view of the animal but able to clearly see their selections. All the subjects were free to exit the
testing situation at any time but were readily compliant and fully participated in all phases of testing,
without incident.
The task was the same interference paradigm as that employed in prior studies (Boysen & Berntson,
1995; Boysen et aI., 1996), in which the animal had to select the numerically smaller of two choice stimuli
in order to receive the larger, nonselected quantity as a reward. On each trial, two arrays of candy
(peanut M&Ms or gummy bears), two Arabic numeral symbols (black numerals on a white 7.5 × 12 cm
background), or a combination of a candy array and an Arabic numeral were placed in two separate
dishes. The two dishes were placed on the shelf in front of the subject, approximately 30 cm apart, and
the chimpanzee was permitted to select one of the choice stimuli (by pointing). A reversed reward
contingency was in effect so that the chimpanzee was reinforced with the nonselected candy array or, if
an Arabic numeral was the nonselected item, a number of candies corresponding to the numeral. Once a
choice was made, the experimenter removed the contents of the selected dish, and the subject received
the contents of the nonselected dish, or the number of candies corresponding to the nonselected Arabic
numeral. Thus, it was to the subject's advantage to select the dish containing the numerically smaller
stimulus, in order to receive the larger number of candy reinforcers that remained.
Each animal was tested for a total of six sessions run on separate days: two with candy arrays, two with
Arabic numerals, and two with a candy array and an Arabic numeral as choice stimuli. Numeric stimuli
and array sizes ranged from zero to six, with a block-randomized subset of choice pairs selected to
sample a range of array disparities and disparity ratios (see below). Each animal received a total of 112
trials distributed over the six sessions. Candy-candy and number-number sessions were made up of 18
trials, with right-left counterbalancing of the positions of the larger and the smaller arrays over trials.
Candy-number sessions were similar, but 20 trials were given to accommodate the added requirement for
counter-balancing the positions of the candy array and the numeral (each array-numeral combination was
presented twice, with the candy positioned on the left for one trial and on the right for the other). Trials
were self-paced by the subject, with the intertrial interval generally falling between 45 and 60 sec.
Data Analyses
Because of the modest N and to avoid distribution assumptions, primary analyses were based on
nonparametric tests. Friedman's test was used for comparisons across multiple conditions, and standard
chi-square tests (with Yates correction) were used for pairwise comparisons and for tests against a fixed,
chance level. In view of the use of nonparametric analyses, summary statistics are given as medians and
interquartile ranges.
In addition to binomial tallies of correct responses and errors, a disparity ratio index was derived, as
described in Boysen et al. (1996), because our previous studies indicated that error rates were related to

both the numerical disparity among the choice stimuli and the quantity of the arrays. This ratio is the
absolute value of the numerical difference between the two choice stimuli divided by the mean numerical
size of the stimulus pair. This index provides a useful Weber-like summary statistic that expresses the
absolute numerical disparity between the two stimuli of a choice pair, scaled by the overall numerical size
of the stimulus elements. Our previous study found that the disparity ratio was more closely associated
with performance than was either the absolute disparity between the stimulus pairs or the array size
alone. The relation between the disparity ratio and performance was derived by individual (animal by
animal) linear regressions to define the slope of the disparity ratio-performance function (see Figure 2).
For purposes of analyses, these slope values were treated in a manner similar to other performance
measures and were evaluated by nonparametric tests.
Figure 1. Overall task performance of chimpanzees as a function of choice stimuli. Data are medians and
interquartile ranges. N/N, numeral-numeral choice pairs; N/C, numeral-candy array choices; C/C, candycandy array stimuli.

RESULTS
Overall Analysis
Homogeneous arrays. In accord with our previous findings, none of the 5 animals was able to reliably
select the smaller of two candy arrays, despite the fact that this selection would yield the larger reward.
Performance with numeral-numeral pairs or array-numeral combinations was more nearly optimal (see
Figure 1). A Friedman's analysis revealed significant differences in performance between the stimulus
2
conditions [candy-candy, numeral-numeral, and candy-numeral pairs; χ (df = 2) = 7.6, p < .03]. As is
illustrated in Figure 1, performance with candy-candy arrays was significantly below the expected chance
2
performance of .50 over all the subjects [proportion correct, median = .19 ± .025 interquartile range, χ (df
2
= 1) = 62.4, p < .001] and for each individual animal [all χ s (df= 1) > 9.0, all ps < .01]. This confirmed our
previous finding of a strong interference effect in this task when object arrays served as stimuli (Boysen &

Berntson, 1995; Boysen et aI., 1996). Moreover, these findings demonstrate that the animals were not
insensitive to array stimuli or numerical disparities, as their performance was significantly different from
chance. Rather, the animals failed to respond optimally, relative to the reward contingency. With candycandy arrays, the animals reliably selected the larger of the two arrays, even though this choice yielded
the smaller amount of candy reward.
In contrast, during numeral-numeral sessions, the performance of the animals was significantly higher
than that for candy-candy sessions [proportion correct for the numeral-numeral sessions = .72 ± .045
2
interquartile range, as compared with candy-candy sessions, χ (df = 1) = 5.0, p < .03]. Moreover, as is
illustrated in Figure 1, performance with numeral-numeral pairs was significantly above chance, both
2
2
overall [χ (df = 1) = 45.0, p < .001] and for each individual animal [all χ s (df = 1) > 5.4, all ps < .02].
These results are consistent with the suggestion that the intrinsic incentive/perceptual attraction to the
larger candy array contributed to an inability to select the smaller array, when the choice stimuli were
collections of discrete objects. Numerical symbols may effectively represent quantities without such
interfering biases, thus allowing choice selection to be guided more by the reward contingencies.
Numeral-candy array pairs. The crucial test condition of the present study was the presentation of
numeral-candy array pairs. We hypothesized that the Arabic numeral might promote an abstract, less
perceptually based mode of processing of the numerical attributes of the stimuli, thereby reducing
interfering incentive/perceptual effects. The present results are in accordance with this hypothesis. As is
illustrated in Figure 1, performance with numeral-candy arrays was more nearly optimal than that with
candy-candy pairs [proportion correct for numeral-candy pairs, median = .70 ± .045 interquartile range, as
2
compared with candy-candy arrays, .19 ± .025; χ (df = 1) = 5.0, p < .03] and was significantly above
2
1
chance levels [χ (df = 1) = 10.6, p < .002]. Indeed, performance with numeral-candy pairs did not differ
significantly from that with numeral-numeral pairs (see Figure 1) .
Stimulus Numerosity and Numerical Disparity
Also similar to our previous results (Boysen et aI., 1996), task performance was not uniform across all
stimulus pairs but was related to the relative size disparity between the two choice arrays, as well as to
overall array sizes. In the previous study, we found that relative performance across array pairs was best
organized by a disparity ratio index (numerical disparity between the stimuli/mean numerical size of the
two stimuli). This ratio expresses the numerical disparity between the two stimuli of the pair scaled by the
overall numerical size of the stimulus elements. This index incorporates the fact that the effects of a
stimulus disparity of 1 on an animal's choice may be quite different for the pair 1-2 than for the pair 4-5.
Indeed, in our previous study, the effects of a reward differential were closely described by a Weber-like
function (A reward/mean reward = constant). This is consistent with the relative, rather than absolute,
judgments of the differential incentive values of the choice stimuli, previously reported for both animals
and humans (Kreps, 1988; Mitchell, Yao, Sherman, & O'Regan, 1985; Schrier, 1956).
Figure 2 illustrates task performance as a function of the disparity ratio of the choice stimuli (ranging from
.22 for the pair 4-5 to 2.0 for the pair 0-5). As is apparent, performance with candy-candy arrays became
progressively worse with higher disparity ratios. The greater the relative reward differential, the more likely
it was that the animals would select the larger array and, consequently, receive a smaller reward. The
opposite pattern was observed for numeral-numeral pairs. In this case, the larger the reward differential,
the more likely the animals were to select the smaller numeral and, thus, receive the larger reward.
Friedman's test revealed significant differences in the slopes for candy-candy and numeral-numeral
arrays [for candy-candy, median = - .13 ± .16 interquartile range; for numeral-numeral, median = +.12 ±
.07; χ2 (df = 2) = 5.0, p < .03]. The slope function for numeral-candy combinations (median = - .01 ± .07)

was essentially flat, falling between the candy-candy and the numeral-numeral pairs and not differing
2
significantly from either.
Figure 2. Task performance as a function of the disparity ratio for the paired stimuli. Data illustrate the
predominantly negative disparity-ratio slope with candy-candy choice stimuli and the more positive slope
with numeral-numeral stimuli. Heavy lines represent the median functions for the numeral-numeral (N/N),
number-candy (N/C), and candy-candy (C/C) choice stimuli. Corresponding thinner lines depict the
interquartile ranges for the individual function of each subject, for the respective condition.

Individual Differences and Sources of Error
There was remarkable consistency in performance across animals in the candy-candy and numeralnumeral conditions. As was noted, each animal individually was significantly below chance performance
when candy-candy pairs were used and significantly above chance with numeral-numeral stimuli. More
individual differences were apparent with the numeral-candy combinations. The overall group effects on
the numeral-candy pairs were carried largely by 3 animals (Kermit, Darrell, and Bobby). The performance
of each of these animals was significantly more nearly optimal with numeral-candy pairs than with candy2
candy pairs [all χ s (df = 1) > 6.0, ps < .02] and was significantly above the 50% chance level [>70%
2
correct; all χ s (df = 1) > 6.4, ps < .02]. The performance of the other 2 animals (Sheba and Sarah) was at
chance levels (53% and 45%). Additional analyses of error patterns illuminated the bases of these
performance differences. Two of the animals displaying performances greater than chance made
approximately equal numbers of errors by inappropriately picking the larger number symbol and the larger
candy array (average number of errors for selection of the inappropriate numerical stimulus = 7 trials;
selection of the inappropriate candy stimulus = 5 trials). For these animals, there was no overall bias
toward selection of either the candy array or the numerical symbol. The 3rd animal with greater than
chance performance did show an apparent bias toward the selection of the candy stimulus (candy was
erroneously selected on a total of 11 trials, whereas the numerical stimulus was erroneously selected on

only 1 trial). However, the subject was able to overcome this bias on a sufficient number of trials to
achieve performance beyond that expected on the basis of chance. Another response strategy would
have been to simply select a single stimulus type (which would yield an overall probability correct of .5),
an apparent strategy that corresponded with the poor performance of the remaining 2 animals, who
performed at chance levels. One of these subjects (Sarah) displayed a strong bias toward selection of the
candy stimuli (18 erroneous selections of the candy stimulus vs. 1 erroneous selection of the numeral).
The other (Sheba) showed a bias toward selection of the numerals (19 erroneous selections of the
numeral vs. 3 erroneous selections of the candy array).
DISCUSSION
The results of the present study support the proposed hypothesis that the need to process a symbolic
stimulus abstractly may reduce interference from associated, but irrelevant, incentive/perceptual features
of choice stimuli. In the present study, potential response biases arising from the immediate features of
the choice stimuli (i.e., the tendency to select the larger candy array) were pitted against the optimal
response strategy (selection of the smaller array), on the basis of the experimentally imposed
reinforcement contingency. The results are consistent with our earlier studies (Boysen & Berntson, 1995;
Boysen et al., 1996) and suggest that the direct incentive/perceptual features of the choice stimuli
introduced a response bias that interfered with a more successful choice strategy based on the
differential reward contingency. When the choice stimuli were candy arrays, the animals generally
selected the larger array and, thus, consistently received the smaller reward. Performance was
significantly below chance, indicating that the subjects were not simply responding randomly. Indeed, the
larger the numerical disparity between the candy arrays and, hence, the larger the reward differential, the
less near to optimal the choices became. Performance deteriorated under the very conditions in which the
animal stood to benefit the most by selecting the smaller array (e.g., one candy vs. six candies).
When the task stimuli were Arabic numerals, however, the chimpanzees were able reliably to select the
smaller number and, thus, receive the larger number of candy reinforcers corresponding to the greater
numerical value of the remaining symbol. Moreover, in contrast with results with candy-candy choices,
performance on numeral-numeral pairs was progressively enhanced with larger disparity ratios and
associated reward differentials. This finding suggests that the animals had acquired knowledge of the rule
structure of the task but were unable to implement such implicit knowledge because of the competing
response biases toward the larger candy arrays.
Worthy of note is the apparent robustness and stability of the task interference effect when candy arrays
serve as choice stimuli. All of the present subjects participated in a prior study, completed about 4 years
earlier, that included similar candy-candy and numeral-numeral stimulus pairs. Performances were
strikingly similar for each stimulus type in the present study. For example, the overall proportion of correct
responses with candy-candy arrays was .27 in the prior experiment and .19 in the present study. The
results for numeral-numeral stimulus pairs were also comparable (.66 vs. .72), despite the fact that each
animal had received over 500 trials on the task. Clearly, the task interference effect with candy arrays is
an enduring phenomenon that does not appear to yield to extended learning experience or success with
other trial types (numeral-numeral arrays) in the same task with the same reinforcement contingencies.
These findings are reminiscent of the self-control literature in animals and children (Eisenberger, Weier,
Masterson, & Theis, 1989; Logue, 1988; Mischel, Shoda, & Rodriguez, 1989; Tobin & Logue, 1994).
Young children, for example, have difficulty in inhibiting a direct response to food in order to achieve a
larger but delayed reward but respond more optimally when the food stimuli are presented
representationally as color slides (Mischel et al., 1989).

Together, these studies suggest that multiple response dispositions may be invoked in behavioral
contexts. Often, these dispositions may lead synergistically to concordant behavioral actions and, as
Menzel and Draper (1965) suggest, yield commonalities between the direct choice responses of primates
and selections based on sign learning. In the present study, however, response biases arising from the
apparent incentive/perceptual features of the choice stimuli were directly pitted against the associative
disposition based on the reinforcement contingency. Although the animals had apparently acquired the
food-distribution rule structure, as evidenced by their immediate and consistently successful responding
when numerical stimuli were employed, the direct perceptual incentive features of the candy arrays
appeared to have introduced a powerful, conflicting disposition. The improved performance with Arabic
numbers may be attributable to the fact that these symbolic stimuli failed to evoke such interference. The
ability of symbols to encompass selective features or attributes of their real-world referents may constitute
3
an important advantage of symbolic representations. Symbols may permit an organism to cognitively
process selected information and to respond adaptively on the basis of that knowledge structure, while
4
minimizing potential interference from more primitive dispositions.
A primary goal of the present study was to evaluate the hypothesis that inclusion of an abstract numerical
symbol as one element of a choice pair could attenuate the interfering response bias associated with a
candy array that served as the other choice option. This hypothesis was confirmed. Overall performance
with numeral-candy arrays was significantly more optimal than that for candy-candy arrays and did not
significantly differ from performance with numeral-numeral pairs. This was a particularly notable finding,
because the lack of intrinsic incentive features of the Arabic numerals might be expected to lead to an
exaggerated, rather than to a reduced, response bias toward the candy array. It is noteworthy, however,
that there were some individual differences in the strategies the animals employed in the numeral-candy
condition. These differences are further highlighted by the general similarity in performance measures
with candy-candy and numeral-numeral choices. All the animals demonstrated suboptimal performance
with candy-candy stimuli but were able to respond more optimally with numeral-numeral stimuli. Each
animal was able to effectively process abstract numerical symbols in order to guide task choices to
optimize reward. This ability was not sufficient to ensure an optimal selection strategy among numeralcandy choices, however, as the significant group improvement seen over numeral-candy stimuli was
carried by 3 of the 5 animals. One of the remaining 2 animals adopted a suboptimal bias toward selecting
the candy stimulus regardless of numerosity, whereas the other showed a predominant bias toward the
numerical stimulus. These biases emerged despite the fact that the animals were able to employ
numerical symbols effectively in selecting among numeral-numeral pairs.
The 3 animals that were able to optimally select among the mixed choice stimuli may have had greater
capacity for contextual generalization of the abstract enumerative processing of the Arabic symbols.
Because numerical symbols are arbitrary, they preclude perceptually based quantity judgment strategies
such as subitizing or estimation. Rather, the utility of a symbol depends on its associative link to an
abstract representation of numerosity. The requisite abstract processing of the numerical symbols and the
task requirement to relate this numerical representation to the paired array stimulus may promote more
abstract numerical processing of the candy array stimulus. The basis of such a generalization is unclear,
but the symbols may foster an alternative mode of enumeration or quantity judgment of the candy array or
may shift attentional focus to the specific dimension of numerosity.
The ability to generalize and benefit from symbolic processing may be enhanced by training on a wide
range of cognitive tasks, and some researchers have suggested that language training specifically may
promote such capabilities (Premack, 1983a, 1983b, 1984, 1986; Savage-Rumbaugh, 1986; see
Thompson et aI., 1997, for a discussion). The latter does not appear to be the critical variable in the
present results, however, as the animals who performed the best in the numeral-candy condition had no

language training per se. Moreover, the 2 animals with the most suboptimal performance on numeralcandy pairs are among the most cognitively trained chimpanzees in the world (Sheba, from our
laboratory, and Sarah, one of the premier language-tutored chimpanzees, who was originally trained in
Premack's laboratory prior to transfer to our project in 1987). Age also did not appear to be a primary
determinant, as one of the animals displaying the poorest performance was the oldest of the group
(Sarah, age 39), and the other was next to the youngest (Sheba, age 16). At present, the functional
origins of the animals' performance disparities remain unclear, but differences in attentional processes
may warrant further study.
In summary, the incentive and reward determinants of performance may synergistically promote adaptive
responding, although in other cases, they may yield striking behavioral conflicts. The nature and
manifestations of these conflicts may offer important insights into the cognitive and attentional structure of
the animal mind. In view of the potential conflicts between primitive dispositions and those arising from
higher cognitive mechanisms, the emergence of the capacity for symbolic representations may reflect an
evolutionary strategy for adaptively resolving such conflicts. One potential advantage of symbolic
representations is that they may promote abstract cognitive processing of behavioral contexts that may
minimize the intrusion of inflexible lower level dispositions and, thereby, promote optimal responses on
the basis of acquired knowledge.
NOTES
1. The poorer performance with candy-candy arrays, relative to numeral-candy pairs, is not likely
attributable to a general motivational factor associated with the larger aggregate number of candies in
the candy-candy array pairs. A previous study demonstrated that the aggregate size of the arrays
was not a reliable predictor of performance (Boysen et aI., 1996). Rather, it was the disparity ratio
(disparity between the stimuli divided by mean array size) that better accounted for performance,
Present results are consistent with this view, as the performance with numeral-candy pairs was not
appreciably different when the candy array was large or small. In fact, in numeral-candy trials,
performance was slightly better with larger than with smaller candy arrays, although this difference
did not achieve significance.
2. Slopes from the 3 subjects that showed improved performance were not appreciably different from
the overall group values for the numeral-candy pairs, but the minimal N of these subgroups precluded
meaningful statistical analysis.
3. Consequently, symbols may not be expected to invariably show equivalence relationships with their
referents (Cerutti & Rumbaugh, 1993; D'Amato, Salmon, Loukas, & Tomie, 1985; Mcintire, Cleary, &
Thompson; 1987; Sidman & Tailby, 1982). Although equivalence relationships can develop between
stimuli and associated reinforcers (see, e.g., Dube, McIlvane, Mackay, & Stoddard, 1987), the
present animals had extensive experience and training with Arabic numerals in multiple contexts, and
the numerical stimuli were not consistently associated with any specific reinforcer. Rather, the
common referent across training contexts was the numerical significance of the Arabic symbols. This
is similar to the acquisition and application of number symbols by humans and may account for the
apparent lack of incentive interference effects or equivalence relationships with Arabic numerals.
4. Relatively primitive evaluative dispositions may have notable impact on the expression of more
complex behaviors related to higher neurobehavioral processes (see, e.g., Timberlake, 1994). In
addition to the present data, the concepts of instinctive drift (K. Breland & M. Breland, 1961), speciesspecific defense responses (Bolles, 1970; Bolles & Fanselow, 1980), preparedness and
contrapreparedness (Seligman, 1970), and selective associations (LoLordo & Droungas, 1989) all
reflect lower dispositional biases that can shape the likelihood of a specific response or association in
a given context. Primitive dispositional biases have also been shown to influence attitudes in humans,

as task-irrelevant somatic activity associated with approach or withdrawal reflexes can bias
preference judgments toward otherwise neutral stimuli (Cacioppo, Priester, & Berntson, 1993).
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